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1. Word-initial clusters in footnotes 

In most Indo-European (IE) languages, heterosyllabic clusters can occur 
word internally but are banned at the beginning of words, with an exception 
for #sC sequences. This is the case, among others, for Sanskrit, Romance 
and Germanic. This distributional situation by far exceeds IE. It is generally 
considered to be a universal feature of phonological systems. 

Many languages however disregard this regularity. Thus in Modern 
occidental Afro-Asiatic languages such as Moroccan Arabic and Berber, or, 
in IE, Polish, Czech or Greek, heterosyllabic clusters do occur word-
initially in addition #sC. Kaye (1990) and Kaye, Lowenstamm and 
Vergnaud (KLV 1990) have proposed an account for this fact in languages 
of the former family. #kt in Moroccan Arabic kt�b �write�, for instance, is 
an underlying onset-empty nucleus-onset sequence. This syllabation 
justifies the existence of the surface clusters in word-initial position. But 
the problem remained in the contravening languages of the IE family. The 
same cluster #kt in Greek ktizo �build� lacked a regular syllabation in KLV 
(1990). They refer to Greek in a footnote: �The existence of word-initial pt 
and kt in Greek (...) is no more significant than that of s+C clusters in 
Italian, English or French�. (KLV 1990 : 229 Note 26).  

In this paper, I aim at showing that, on the contrary, this peculiarity of 
Greek is very significant. While IE #sC sequences remain mysterious, I 
provide arguments in favour of a regular syllabation of Greek �exotic� 
word-initial clusters. It must be done away with the classification based on 
genealogy: IE (distributionally restricted type of Languages, henceforth 
RL), versus Semitic (Free type, henceforth FL). I propose to classify Greek 
among FL. I will show that a non-genealogical partition offers both 
theoretical and empirical advantages. For one thing, Greek is promoted 
from �footnote language� to regular one. Also, studying Greek as a non-
magic language provides interesting evidences concerning the beginning of 
the word: Lowenstamm (1999) proposal of a universal empty CV preceding 
the first audible consonant of words is put to the test by confronting Greek 
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with other languages. Both word-initial consonant distribution of Greek and 
diachronic behaviour of its consonants suggest that there is no word-initial 
CV in Greek. As was proposed for theoretical reasons by Scheer (2000), 
the word-initial CV is subject to a language-specific parameter. I show that 
this parameterisation ties together two previously unrelated properties of 
word-initial consonants in form of a prediction: in languages that possess 
#kt, #pt ... , word-initial consonant are in a weak position. 

2. Standard accounts 

Words like pteron, ktizo, are common in Classical Greek: they are not 
loans; the clusters are various and the relevant forms are numerous, as 
witnesses the number of entries for each of them in a Classical Greek 
dictionary (Bailly 1963) : pt (204), kt (84), p�t� (106), k�t� (18), bd (21), 
gd (1), mn (99). This forms are not unstable: all are uphold in Modern 
Greek (ptero / ftero, xtizo), and some new clusters have been created 
(fkiarisma �faking�, Cypriot rka �old woman�1). 

The heterosyllabicity of this clusters is generally admitted. A key 
argument proposed by Steriade (1982: 301-373) relies on the ancient 
perfect tenses: the first root consonant, whatever it be, is regularly 
reduplicated: thus lu- : leluka �to untie�, paideu- : pepaideuka �to educate�. 
When the root begins with a rising-sonority cluster, which is a natural 
candidate for homosyllabicity, only the first consonant is reduplicated: ple- 
: pepleuka �to sail�, grap�- : gegrap�a �to write�. By contrast, when the 
cluster is of non-increasing-sonority, no reduplication occurs: ptai- : 
eptaika �to play�. Those �exotic� clusters are obviously not homosyllabic2.  

2.1. Extra-syllabicity proposal  

The heterosyllabicity of Greek word-initial clusters (henceforth #CC) in 
both ancient and modern times is generally uncontested in phonological 
studies. However, the question of how they should be represented is less 
consensual. After Steriade (1982), some versions of extra-syllabicity are 
often proposed. However, the post-classical evolution of Greek obstruents 
leads to reject the extra-syllabic interpretation. 

Indeed, ancient unvoiced obstruent clusters underwent a regular lenition 
phenomenon. 
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(1) Obstruent�s evolution in modern demotic. 

 CC   branching onset simple onset 
(a) kleptes kleftis �thief� haplos aplos �easy� epeide epi!i �because� 
(b) pteron ftero �wing� plojon plijo �ship� pater pateras �father� 
 
Word-internally (a), the first consonant of heterosyllabic clusters became 
fricative. The fact that branching onsets are not affected by the 
spirantisation suggests that it is a case of coda-lenition. 

Now, it is very significant that the same lenition occurs word-initially: 
ptero > ftero (b). If #CC have the same behaviour as word-internal coda-
onset clusters, nothing suggests different status. There is nothing 
extrasyllabic in Greek #CC. If word-internal Greek CC are coda-onset 
sequences, #CC are coda-onset too. 

2.2. Magic clusters in standard Government phonology 

The idea of word-initial coda-onset was implicitly proposed by KLV 
(1990) for Italian/English #sC and Greek #CC. In a footnote, they write: 

�The existence of word-initial pt and kt in Greek is in no way evidence that 
the form a branching onset. Significantly, *tp and *tk are absent in Greek 
both in word-initial and medial position. These clusters are analysed as 
interconstituent sequences. Their occurrence in word-initial position is no 
more significant than s+C clusters in Italian, English or French.� 

However, KLV (1990)�s adaptation of Greek #CC is no long sustainable. 
Indeed, when Kaye (1992) developed the idea that s is a rimal constituent 
in Italian/French/English/Greek #sC, he came across a theoretical problem: 
#sC representation compelled him to appeal to a �magic� licensing3. 
Considering the famously abnormal behaviours of s in many phonological 
processes, the theoretical liberties according to sC clusters are ascribed to 
the special properties of the segment [s]: �not all the properties of s are 
completely understood, it is to be hoped that this segment will soon loose 
its �magical� nature.�  

And yet, if the magic occurring of #sC follows from the magic 
properties of the segment s, how conceding any magical licensing for some 
segments p, ph, f, m, k...? these segments are not usually recorded as 
owning any magic properties? So their occurrence in word-initial coda in 
Greek cannot be accounted in the same way: Hence or Greek is a magical 
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language, or Greek #CC are not of the same type as Italian/French/English 
mysterious #sC. If Greek is not a magic language, another definition of its 
word-initial �coda� remains to be found. 

A non-magical solution would have be to liken Greek #CC to Moroccan 
Arabic (MA) ones. Indeed, KLV 1990 discovered that the putative MA 
coda-onset clusters are in fact onset-onset sequences. As vowel-zero 
alternations reveal, all MA surface �codas� are underlying onset followed 
by an empty nucleus (a) and (b). The nucleus can remain empty because it 
is governed by the following vowel (Empty Category Principal). By 
contrast, they sustain that the same clusters are genuine coda-onset in 
English, French or Greek (c): a governing relation intervenes between the 
two consonants. Genuine coda-onset theoretically can not occur word-
initially because of this government (d). Indeed, be k the coda of a 
preceding empty nucleus, this empty nucleus could not be governed by the 
following vowel because a government cannot cross another government 
domain. Hence the ECP of any preceding empty nucleus could not be 
satisfied (d) domain. That is the reason why Kaye (1992) is compelled to 
invoque a magic licensing for #sC clusters (e) (See KLV 1990 and Kaye 
1992 for details). 
(2) Onset-onset versus coda-onset according to KLV (1990). 

FL (MA ktib, kitba) RL (English active, spa; Greek ktizo)  
(a) onset-onset 
   ECP 
 
O N O N O N 

(b) #onset-onset
 ECP 
 
O N O N O N 

(c) coda-onset 
  Gv 
  
O N C O N ON 

(d) Banned #coda-onset 
  Gv 
 ? 
O N C O N O N 

 

k � t Ø b a  
 

k Ø t � b 
 

  a k t � v 
 
 

* Ø k t �  
 

(e) Magical exceptions  
 ? 

 

    Ø s p a  
 Ø k t i z o  

 
According with KLV (1990), three criteria permit to identify the onset-
onset sequence by contrast with a genuine coda-onset:  

(A) the possibility to occur word-initially (MA ktib / English *#kt): 
genuine coda-onset clusters can not occur word-initially (b); 

(B) the vowel-zero alternation (MA ktib:kitba);  
(C) the phonotactic freedom (MA kt and tk / English kt but *tk). 
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Greek #CC are not supposed by KLV (1990) to be onset-onset.  
And yet, Greek satisfies criterion (A): it displays word-initially 

heterosyllabic clusters other than sC, and all obstruent clusters that are 
present word-internally do occur word-initially in Greek. 

Greek fulfils in some extend criterion (B): the vowel-zero alternation 
occurs in certain roots : thus ptesomai �I will fly� - petomai �I fly�. 

The only criterion that Greek does not fulfil at all is condition (c): 
according to KLV (1990), the phonotactic gap of *tk in French, English 
and Greek ensures a governing relation between both consonants. However, 
the gap *tk cannot be ascribed to the governing relation itself, since KLV 
(1990) argue for a genuine coda-onset cluster tk in Korean. It means that 
there are languages where t can be governed (neutrally charmed). 
Therefore, the gap cannot be explained by the governing relation in itself. 
Or, in other words, KLV (1990) do not provide any answer to the question 
�Why is there no tk in IE?� They only reformulate the question as �Why is 
there no governable (neutrally charmed) coronal in IE?�. And they do not 
provide any answer to it. Hence the IE gap remains unexplained and 
nothing proves that a supposed constituent government is involved. 
Therefore, there is no reason left for ruling out the onset-onset solution.  

In later work, Lowenstamm 1996 proposed that the CVCV is the only 
syllable structure available. In the following pages, I develop an analysis 
along these lines4.  

3. Greek in CVCV  

In CVCV framework, the string is a strict succession of non-branching 
onsets and nuclei, and empty nuclei obey to the empty category principle 
(ECP). All clusters in all languages are underlying onset-onset5. So, in the 
Lowenstamm (1996) version, kt in Greek ktizo, MA ktib and English 
�active� would have the same syllabation. Greek #CC have nothing magic. 
But now theory has to account for the fact that kt is not allowed word-
initially in English, Italian, French etc.  

3.1. CVCV typological accounts 

CVCV provides two theoretical proposals of this typology. Lowenstamm 
(1999) has proposed that there is an empty CV (a onset-nucleus sequence 
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without any segmental content) before the first consonant of Biblical 
Hebrew nouns, and proposed it to be a universal. This site may be the 
phonological definition of the beginning of the word. In addition, 
postulating the CV gives an account of the typological word-initial 
consonant distribution:  

(3) Typology Lowenstamm (1999) (#sC are not handled yet. See section 0). 

 no �cluster� CL CC 

FL 
Not always 
licensed CV  

 
C V - C V C V 
   k i t 

 
C V - C V C V 
 Ø  [t  r]6 i

ungved 
 C V - C V C V C V 
  Ø  k Ø t � b 

RL 
Always 
licensed CV  

 
C V - C V C V 
   k i t 

 
C V - C V C V 
 Ø  [t  r] i 

 
 C V - C V C V C V 
*  Ø k Øt � b 

 
In FL, the empty nucleus of the initial CV is not always governed. By 
contrast, it is always governed in RL (1999 : 160). So a #CC in a RL 
language would induce an ill-formed structure. In short, what accounts for 
the typology is the parametrizing of ECP.  

This proposal gives a theoretical account of the typology but it implies 
that ECP be violated. Scheer (2000) emends Lowenstamm (1999) by 
parametrizing the presence of the CV itself. 
(4) Typology Scheer (2000). 

 no �cluster� CL CC 
FL 
No CV  

 
   C V C V 
   k i t 

 
   C V C V 
   t Ø r i 

 
     C V C V C V 
     k Ø t � b 

RL 
CV present  

 
C V - C V C V 
 Ø  k i t 

 
C V - C V C V 
 Ø  [t  r] i 

 
 C V - C V C V C V 
*  Ø  k Ø t � b 

 
In this option, there is no violation of ECP : while Lowenstamm (1999)�s 
postulation of a CV at the beginning of MA kt�b leaves an empty nucleus 
orphan, this empty nucleus does not exist in Scheer (2000)�s account. ECP 
is respected. What explains the typological observation is the universal 
enforcement of ECP: languages without initial CV are word-initially free 
regarding to distribution while languages owning the CV forbid all #CC. 
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Both options account for the typology. Neither of the two handles with 
#sC. But the additional benefits diverge: Lowenstamm (1999) gives the 
beginning of the word a universal identity, but violates a founding 
Government Phonology principle. Scheer (2000) corrects the theoretical 
infringement, but the universality of the CV is lost. 

Before deciding between the two options, it is necessary to clear up a 
point: there is no a priori reason why the one or the other theoretical option 
would lead to different classifications: both oppose FL to RL type, with, for 
the last type, the presence of an unexplained #sC prerogative. However, the 
classification of Greek among FL and the regular syllabation of its #CC 
were recently contested by Lowenstamm (2002). I expose his 
argumentation and assess it in section 3.2. 

3.2. Back to magic Greek? 

In a recent analysis of Classical Greek perfect tense, Lowenstamm (2002) 
assigns Greek #CC and French/English #sC an identical status. He 
implicitly classifies Greek among RL.  
(5) Greek #CC in Lowenstamm (2002) ( ° = empty nucleus) 

 French Greek MA  
 C V  - C V C V 

       
  s= p o r 
 

C V  - C V C V  
 
  p= t a j o 

C V  - C V C V C V  
 
 °   k ° t � b 

 

 Implicit typological classification according to Lowenstamm (2002):  
 RL: No #CC except with parasitic s, p... FL: All #CC allowed  

 
In (5) the Greek p segment is supposed to be �parasitic� such as s in 
English. This representation gives rise to the objection in 2.2: if Greek is of 
the English type (RL), why only s can be magic or �parasitic� in Sanskrit, 
English and French, while p, k, b... are possible in Greek? 

Lowenstamm (2002) proposal follows from an analysis of the non-
reduplication of #CC forms in perfect tense.  

Remember data 2.1: luo-leluka, grapho-gegrap"a, but ptaio-epataika 
(*peptaika). Lowenstamm (2002) proposes the site on which the 
reduplication regularly occurs to be the (universal) word-initial CV. 
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(6) Non-reduplication of #CC Greek perfect (Lowenstamm 2002) 

  C V � C V C V... 
 
l e +   l u w ...   
  l e  l u k a 
available site 

   C V � C V C V...  
 
(gr) e +  [ g ° r] a...  
   g e  g  r a... 
available site 

    C V � C V C V 
 
(pt) e + p °  t a� 
  e  p   t a 
saturated site 

 
According to him, when the word begins with a regular syllable, the initial 
CV is empty and reduplication occurs. By contrast, in #CC verbs, the 
�parasitic� segment saturates the CV, so reduplication cannot happen. 

I cannot provide any supplying analysis for the non-reduplication 
problem. However, I will argue that a comparative analysis tends toward to 
reject both this proposal and the prerequisite classification of Greek among 
RL. Indeed, the perfect reduplication is a PIE phenomenon: Common 
Germanic and Sanskrit use it too. 

(7) Comparative behaviour of word-initial clusters in IE 

Gothic preterit7  Sanskrit8  Greek 
teekan  
laikan  
saian  

taitook 
lailaik 
saisoo 

tud-  
rud"-  

tutud  
rurud" 

tup"-  
lu-  
siga-  

tetup"a 
leluka 
sesig#ka 

fraisan  
greetan  

faifrais 
gaigroot 

prach-
dru- 

paprach  
dudru 

grap"-
klept- 

gegrap"a 
keklep"a 

skaidan  skaiskaiπ sp"u- 
stu- 
scu- 

pusp!u 
tustu 
cuscut 

sper- 
ptai- 
kten- 

espermai 
peptaika 
ektona 

 
In the three languages, surface branching onset reduplicates only one 
consonant. This confirm that IE reduplication uses one CV, and only one, 
as proposed by Lowenstamm (2002).  (Accordingly, the behavior of sC in 
Germanic implies that it is monosegmental in this language). What is 
crucial here is the Sanskrit facts: Sanskrit is indisputably RL: only sC 
clusters occur word-initially. Hence, in Lowenstamm representation, the s 
segment of #sC should be parasitic: s should saturate the CV site and no 
reduplication should occur: it actually occurs. Hence the saturation by the 
parasitic segment may hardly be the reason why reduplication does not 
happen in Greek if both Greek #CC and Sanskrit #sC have the same status. 

Admitting the �parasitic� notion for #sC clusters, Sanskrit facts shows 
that the CV on which reduplication occurs is not the word-initial CV that 
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parasitic s occupies, but an additional CV which is brought by the 
morphological process. I assume that the CV on which IE perfect 
reduplication occurs is not the word-initial CV. The IE CV is rather a CV 
morpheme, as was proposed for Greek by Steriade 1982, 1988. 

Furthermore, the fact that Greek #CC do not behave in the same way as 
Sanskrit #sC confirms that they do not have the same syllable status. 

3.3. Conjectural gap 

In the preceding sections I have sustaineded that Greek is FL and its #CC 
have nothing magic, by contrast with unexplained #sC that occur in RL.  

However, this classification gives rise to an objection: if Greek is FL, 
nothing is theoretically supposed to constraint its word-initial distribution. 
And yet, whatever be various those clusters, Greek does not exhaust all the 
distributionnal possibilities. The *tk gap in word-initial position cannot be 
ascribed to any word-initial constraint, since this phonotactic gap is word-
internal too. More embarrassing is the word-initial gap of sonorant-
obstruent (labeled LC henceforth): while LC occur word-internally, they 
word-initially do not. The reason may be diachronical. 

Most of Greek #CC are supposed by IE comparatism to originate in a 
post-consonantal strengthening of PIE s or j into stop coronals9. Skr. 
pjuks8n8a : Gr. πτυχη [ptyk"#], Skr. taksan : Gr. τεκτων [tektoon] *teks- 
�to carpent�. The same hardening occurred word-internally : *χαλέπ+jω> 
χαλέπτω [k"aleptoo], Skr. ksanoti : Gr. κτείνω [kteinoo] *ksen- �to kill�.  

But the strengthening phenomenon did not occur after sonorant : thus 
Lat. alius :Gr allos10. No sonorant-obstruent was created by this process, 
neither word-internally nor word-initially. In short, pre-Classical Greek 
�lost the opportunity� to create #LC because the hardening phenomenon 
that created #CC did not apply after sonorant. The #LC gap originates from 
peculiar clauses of Greek hardening11 which are totally indifferent to the 
word-initial position. Nothing prevents to admit that #LC are allowed and 
systemically possible in Greek, although they do not occur de facto.  

If Greek is not a magic language, it is necessary to conclude that it 
belongs, such as MA or Berber, to FL, and that its distributionnal gaps 
results from the interaction between historical circumstances rather than a 
word-initial ban parameter. Furthermore, some modern Cypriot forms such 
as #rka �old woman� (standard Greek �ria. Newton 1972:175) confirms that 
Greek is fully FL. 
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In section 3.1, I presented two concurrent accounts of the typological 

RL versus FL repartition. It remained to choose between the two options: 
does it depends on the parameterized Licensing of a universally present CV 
(Lowenstamm 1999) or is it conditioned by the presence/absence of the site 
itself (Scheer 2000). Both are equivalent regarding to the distributional 
facts. So the deciding criterion must be searched in another way. In the next 
chapter, I provide an independent argument in favour of Scheer (2000): the 
analysis of Greek consonant lenition suggests that there is no CV at the 
beginning of Greek words. 

4. No word-initial CV in Greek 

Since the 19th century, romance literature recorded that consonant are less 
or more subject to lenition depending on their position12 : V_V, _C and _# 
are notoriously �weak� positions, while #_ and C_ are strong positions. 
Thus Latin p became fricative or vanished in RIPA>rive �shore�, 
RUPTA>route �road� and LUPUS>loup �wolf� in French while it remained 
stop in PORTA>porte �door� and TALPA>taupe �mole�. Scheer and Ségéral 
(2000) showed that this repartition by far exceeds romance. They proposed 
it to be a universal and provide a theoretical account based on the 
postulation of the word-initial CV. And yet, a contrastive analysis of Greek 
lenition/hardening phenomena leads to renounce to the universality of this 
phenomenology: while Greek displays some weak and strong contexts, the 
first consonant of the word is not in a strong position in Greek. 

4.1. The Coda Mirror context {#, C}_ 

The identical (strong) behaviour of consonants in the two contexts #_ and 
C_ leads Scheer & Ségéral (2000) to give the disjunctive context {#, C}_ a 
theoretical unity. The Coda Mirror (henceforth CM) theory proposes to 
account for weakening/hardening phenomena by the set of syntagmatic 
relations that segments exert the ones on the others: Licensing comforts the 
segmental expression of its target, while Government inhibits the segmental 
expression of its target. ECP manages the whole. Postulating there is a CV 
before the first consonant of the word, the theoretical unity of {#, C}_ 
becomes obvious : 
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(8) Strong positions {#, C}_ : one theoretical identity 

 surface situation / Ø licensed governed 
p coda _ Ø -   -   
$ intervoc. _ +  +  
t post-coda Ø_ +  -   

  Gv   Gv  Gv 
 
C V C V C V C V C V 
 Ø k a p Ø t y $ e 
     Lic   Lic k word-init. Ø_ +  -   
 
If French �capturer� begins with an empty CV, both k (#_ ) and t (C_) are 
in the context /Ø_ /. The following vowel governs the preceding empty 
nucleus and hence, it cannot govern its own onset. Both k and t are in a 
strong position because both are licensed and not governed. Only the 
situation /after empty nucleus/ supplies this condition.  

4.2. The Greek context {#, V}_V 

Crucially, Greek opposes the context {#, V}_ to the CM {#, C}_. A CM 
instanciation quoted by Scheer and Ségéral (2000) is the evolution of gallo-
roman yod into French : Latin glide hardened to " (with an intermediar 
stage d") in both #_ and C_, while it did not harden in other positions. Now 
compare the behaviour of yod in South East Greek dialects: 

(9) [j] in South East Greek versus in Roman. (Data from Newton 1972, 
Khristodopoulos (2001), Harris (1996). 

 #_ Post-coda Intervocalic 
Lat:Fren. JOCU "ø  �game� RUBJU   $u"  �red� RAJA $#   �ray� 
standard Gr- 
S-E dialects 

jatria jatria  �cure� arapjume arapcume 
rifja    rifca  �kids� 
alitja   aliθca �truth�
xorja   xorka 

lojazo lojazo �take care� 

 
To common Greek [j] corresponds in S. E. dialects a stop in �post-coda�13. 
What is remarkable, is that this regular hardening14 does not occur in #_, 
where the glide is still unchanged as it is in intervocalic position. The 
contextual equivalences for each language clearely appears: while #_V is 
strong in Roman, the same context #_V is weak in S. E. dialects.  

The same Greek disjunction appears in the diachronic weakening of 
obstrents since Classical time to modern Demotic15. 
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(10) Evolution of obstruents from Classical Greek to  modern Demotic. 

 unvoiced non-
aspirate 

unvoic. aspirat voiced still stop Context 
strength 

_C okto  oxto 
ptero  ftero 

ek�t�ros 
 oxtros 
p�t�ano  ftano

bdomas  v!oma!a
gdupos  �!upos 

- - - weak 

#_V kairos  keros t�elo   θelo gonis   �onis + - - frail 
V_V ekei  eki ot�onios 

 oθoni 
ego    e�o + - - frail 

C_ epta  efta 
ktizdo xtizo 

ewk�i   efki 
k�t�es   xtes 

ogdos   o�#os 
gdupos  �#upos 

+ + - strong 

 stronger series middle-strength weaker series     
 
The post-classical diachrony of obstruents confirms the weakening/ 
hardening equivalence #_V = V_V. (k>k in keros - eki, t�>θ in 
θelo - oθoni, �>� in�onis - e�o. The weak #_ as opposed to the 
strong C_ is instanciated by the aspirate series: while t� remained stop in 
C_, it weakened in #_: xtes versus θelo. Furthermore, different 
behaviours were predicted by the CM theory between the two weak 
positions V_V and _C, since there are theoretically different: surface V_V 
= no adjacent empty nucleus; _C = before empty nucleus16. Unvoiced non-
aspirate suggest that �coda� is weaker than {#, V}_, labeled �frail� in (10): 
they weakened in �coda� while they did not in {#, V}_.  

The Greek contravention to the strong {#, C}_ . Hence Greek #_ versus 
strong Latin #_ is observed in the behaviour of yod at pre-classical times.  
(11) Evolution of word-initial yod in Latin versus Greek at pre-historical time. 

 #_ Post-coda Intervocalic 
Sanskrit (for IE) jakr pjukasna traja 
Greek Øepar<hepar ptuke treØes (cret.> Att. treis) 
Latin jecur (undocumented) treØes 

 
In Latin, IE *yod maintained in #_ and disappear in V_V (CM 
phenomenology). On the contrary, it weakened in Greek to h in both 
context {#, V}_V17, while it hardened in post-coda.  

In sum, at pre-historical time, the Greek weak #_as opposed to the 
strong general #_  (CM type, instanciate by Latin) is already observed. 
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Greek presents some consonant shifts which are obviously within the 
scope of weak and strong positions. While the context strength scale 
corresponds to the general pattern observed in the standard CM languages 
for (strong) �post-coda�, (weak) �coda� and �intervocalic�, the word-initial 
context #_V does not: this position, which corresponds to the (strong) 
�post-coda� in standard CM languages, corresponds to the (weak) 
�intervocalic� one in Greek. 

Now remember the CM account : a consonant is in a strong position iff 
it is licensed and not governed. Only the situation « after an empty 
nucleus » satisfies the condition. Consequently, a weak behaviour rules out 
the existence of a preceding empty nucleus. It follows that there is no CV 
before the first consonant of Greek words.  

This inference converges with Scheer�s typological proposal: that any 
language be free in regard to its word-initial distribution (FL) lays on the 
fact that the language in question does not own the word-initial CV. 

In this option: both Greek �exoticisms� (i.e. the existence of #CC and 
weak behavior of #_ may be ascribed to the same cause : the absence of the 
word-initial CV. 

In sum, if CM theory is valid, the Greek weak word-initial position 
induces that there is no CV at the beginning of Greek words. So we are in 
face of the following alternative : either the CV is not a universal, either 
CM theory is not valid. In the last option, the only theoretical account of 
the cross-linguistically recorded strong {#, C}_ would be lost. So I sustain 
the CM theory and adopt Scheer (2000) typological account. 

5. Typological equation 

I have sustained that Greek is not a magic language, and that its #CC must 
not be compared with the unexplained #sC present in some RL. Classifying 
Greek among FL implies a genealogical rupture with the standard IE 
mostly composed by languages of the RL type. But it permits to integrate 
Greek into the theory. It induces that the word-initial CV is not a universal: 
there is no CV in FL18. But the lost is not in vain. As a compensation, 
another universal may emerge: if both Greek exoticisms (#CC and weak 
#_) depends on the same fact, i.e. no CV, so the following typological 
equation must be attested by other languages. 

 
(12) (a)  FL =  weak word-initial  = {#_V}_V  
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 (b)  RL = strong word-initial = {#, C}_ 
 

Biblical Hebrew illustrates both the genealogical rupture and the equational 
prediction. Indeed, this language displays a CM repartition of weak and 
strong positions. Thus root ktb �write�: kaaθaβ (pf. 3m sg), jixteβu (ipf 3m 
pl), kiθbii (imperat 2f). Crucially, it ties in with the fact that, although 
Semitic and templatic, it belongs to RL: while this language allows some 
clusters word-internally, those clusters are banned word-initially19.  

 
If Greek is not a magic language, its �strange� word-initial 

heterosyllabic clusters have to recieve a syllabation which is absolutely 
equal to the these imparted to Moroccan Arabic or Berber. Both the 
existence of word-initial heterosyllabic sequences in this language and its 
original weak #_ converges to suggest that there is no CV at the beginning 
of Greek words. The usual equation between templatic (supposed FL) and 
non templatic (supposed RL) left some unexplained: why is there no #CC 
in a templatic language such as Biblical Hebrew? Why are there some #CC 
in Greek, Polish or Czech? All those apparent exceptions vanish by 
assuming that there is no CV in languages which display word-initial 
heterosyllabic sequences, while most of languages do possess the word-
initial CV. #sC sequences in RL are still mysterious, but there is no need 
anymore to refer to extra-syllabicity or other unsatisfying notion in order to 
account for Greek, Polish or Czech syllabation. It is now possible to fully 
integrate them into the theory. 

 
 
 
 
 

Notes 

(Your endnotes should automatically appear below this paragraph. Feel 
free to edit them, but do not delete this paragraph or try to remove the line 
which follows it!) 
                                                      
1  Data in Newton 1972:175. 
2  Other arguments in favour of heterosyllabicity in Steriade (1982 : 195-209). 
3  I cannot detail this point for place reasons. Cf Kaye 1992. 
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4  However, it must be pointed out that the preceding argumentation in favour of 

an onset-onset syllabation for Greek heterosyllabic clusters was proposed by 
Pagoni (1998) in a Standard (i.e. no CVCV) Government framework. 

5  Henceforth, the terms �coda�, �post-coda�, �branching onset� etc. are into 
quotation marks in order to remind their purely descriptive meaning. 

6  The empty nucleus into both onsets of the surface �branching onset� is 
governed by another type of government here transcribed by brackets. I cannot 
develop this point for place reason. See the argumentation in Scheer (1996, 
1999) whose proposal is accepted by Lowenstamm (1999, 2002). 

7  �Gothic has reduplicated preterits which are obviously old perfects.� 
Protokosch (1939 :176) quoted by Venneman (1997 :297). Data from 
Venneman (1997 : 301), Bech (1969 : 6-10).  

8  Data from Steriade (1982 : 313-314). 
9  Meillet & Vendryes (1979 : 43), Lejeune (1943:32, 69) 
10  For the s and j after sonorant, see Lejeune (1943 : 147), Kiparsky (1967). 
11  However, the possible creation of pt by vowel-zero alternation begs the 

question. Although few productive (only two involved roots: ptesomai �I will 
fly�- petomai �Ifly�, ptino �fowl� - petinos �cock�, the creation of sonorant-
obstruent clusters could have been expected by this way. An exhaustive study 
remains to be done in order to see if some roots were candidate to such 
alternation. 

12  Cf Bourciez (1926), Pope (1952), Bec (1970). 
13  The hardening is not observed after nasal and liquid, except in Central Cyprus 

after r (#r&e>irte �he came�). In other dialects, xorja is still unchanged (Newton 
1972:109). Indeed, sonorant have a special status in Greek. Thing behave as if 
they were syllabic segments. This is not a Greek specificity. The same 
phenomenology is observed in Finnish. (See Pöchtrager 2001 for the detail and 
a theoretical proposal). 

14  See concurrent analysis of the phenomenon in Newton (1972:167) and Harris 
(1996). I follow Scheer & Ségéral for their account as a �post-coda� hardening. 
However, I contest that it be a CM phenomenology since the hardening does 
not occur in #_V. 

15  Modern Standard Greek was strongly influenced by a trend called katharevousa 
which aimed at bring modern Greek into alignment with Classical Greek. The 
spoken language is a blend of Demotic and katharevousa as witness pairs such 
as ftero/ptero (Classical pteron) �wing�, xtes/xθes (Cl. k"t"es) �tomorrow�. 

16  I cannot develop it for reasons of place. See Seigneur-Froli (2001). 
17 The existence of another (smaller) series of some words were word-initial yod 

seems to hardening into dz was quoted by Scheer and Ségéral as a #_ hardening 
(*jugom>dzugon). This treatment beg the question. The existence of the two 
divergent treatment is still unexplained. Brixhe 1996:19: �l�embarras des 
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philologues tient évidemment au au caractère contradictoire de ces résultats, le 
premier supposant un affaiblissement, le second un renforcement.. See Brixhe 
1996 for a diachronic and sociological proposal.� However, the weak output is 
generally supposed to be the regular treatment (for instance: �le traitement 
aberrant dz de y initial� (Ruijgh 1967:49).  

18  One may object that many studies implies the existence of a CV before the first 
consonant of words in some FL. Thus Lowenstamm (2002) and Lahrouchi 
(2001) point the existence of a CV at the beginning of Berber verbs (Berber is 
FL, thus rku �to be dirty�) and argue this CV to be the word-initial CV. And yet, 
although Lahrouchi assigns this CV a universal value, he nevertheless assumes: 
�le CV-initial est spécifié [+ verbe]. En l�absence d�un préfixe dérivationnel ou 
flexionnel, il se charge de déterminer la catégorie syntaxique des entrées 
lexicales précédemment citées. /dukkl/, par exemple, est spécifié [+verbe] grâce 
à la présence du CV qui explique par la même occasion, la gémination de la 
consonne initiale�. (Lahrouchi 2001:128). There is something unclear: how can 
this CV be the �the word-initial CV�, i.e. to occur at the outset of nouns and 
verbs alike, if it is marked [+verb]. It would be more convenient to assume the 
CV in question is not the word-initial CV but a CV morpheme, as was argued 
by Guerssel (1992) in his analysis of another Berber dialect: �What imparts a 
causative or passive construction its verbal status is an abstract morpheme to 
which correspond two timing slots. It manifest itself through the spreading of 
the segmental material (...) the zero affix simply assigns a lexical category 
status to a given  construction.� (Guerssel 1992:66). The fact that some CV 
manifest its presence at the beginning of many constructions in FL is not 
contested: what is assumed here is that the involved CV is not the word-initial 
CV but a morpheme CV, such as the Berber verbal CV or the PIE perfect one.  

19  Some studies present Biblical Hebrew segholee plural such as lxa!�m. 
However, the classical writing exhibits a schwa between all word-initial 
consonant sequences (l�xa!�m). This is not the case word-internally. Although 
the phonetic realization of this schwa is debated, its phonological presence is 
evidenced by the spirantisation of the following consonant: the traditional 
account is that fricativable consonants spirantize after vowel. Hence, if there 
were no schwa, the k (root lkd) would not spirantize and the form would be 
*lka!�m.  
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